We always provide all potential customers with information that will help them to choose the correct type of window and as such inform them of the different window styles we can offer. We are more than welcome to discuss prospective applications with you.

Our whole company ethos is to ensure that we provide quality products that will help maintain the build quality of the property. All of our windows are fully employed members of our company and this helps to great extent with our work. We aim to assure our customers that our products are not only highly designed but also of a high standard. We are more than happy to help with any questions you may have or any alterations you may want your windows to do.

All of our products can be used in a variety of buildings from new build properties to character replacements.

Govette Windows Ltd was established in 1996 and is a family run company who have been involved in the supply and installation of steel windows for over thirty years. As a member of the Steel Window Association and FENSA, our products are manufactured by a minimum of fifteen years and as members of the Steel Window Association and FENSA we can assure that our company is honest and trustworthy.
Our double glazed "parliament" window and door range is a premium product that is manufactured from steel. It has been designed specifically to look as similar as possible to the original single glazed windows. Hand made by skilled craftsmen these windows and doors look traditional but have modern features and properties.

The "Parliament" range of windows come complete with 18 mm double glazed units with high performance thermal glass, Krypton gas and warm edge spacer technology to ensure that they meet current building regulations. Galvanising the steel during the fabrication process ensures that the windows will have a life span equal to or longer than the existing steel windows.

Polyester powder coat finishing helps to achieve a maintenance free solution to the frames and allows our customers an extensive colour choice.

Ironmongery can be specified from a range of window and door furniture. Traditional brass, Antique iron, RTD (bronze) finish and contemporary chrome handles are available to complement the windows as well as peg stays and door handles to match.

Feature glazing can help to enhance the appearance of the windows and emphasise the character of the home. Square and diamond leaded patterns are available along with more intricate designs and stains. Glazing bars can be fitted to give a 'deco' or 'cottage/Georgian' feel.

These windows can be fitted in timber sub frames, stone surrounds or directly fixed into brickwork.
Our ‘Pioneer’ aluminium range of windows and doors has been specifically designed to replicate the steel window but meet the modern more energy efficient needs of our customers. The system’s main design brief was to ensure that the aluminium framing still achieved the same slim sight lines associated with steel windows.

With fully welded corners, weld on hinges and one of the slimmest external frame profiles this product has all the character of a steel window but with the added performance benefits that are insisted upon for a modern window.

With a U value of 1.6 W/m²K and an ‘A’ energy rating the Pioneer range has opened up a new frontier for the steel window replacement market.

Traditional looking ironmongery can still be fitted to this window but which now operates a modern multi locking high security system.

This system is always specified with a polyester powder coat finish and there is a choice of colours. Dual colour is also available as an option.

Double glazed unit features can be used to enhance the appearance of the windows and emphasise the character of the home. Square and diamond leaded patterns are available along with more intricate designs and stains. Glazing bars can be fitted to give a ‘deco’ or ‘cottage/Georgian’ feel.

These windows can be fitted into timber sub frames, stone surrounds or directly fixed to brick work.
Our crown aluminium window is aimed at customers who are not so concerned with the finer aesthetic details of their windows and doors but want something that will keep the overall appearance of their home. Designed as a slim aluminium window and door system, this product can be used as a replacement steel product that can be directly fixed or fitted into existing timber sub frames (where the sub-frame permits).

It is a supremely thermally efficient window system that is very versatile. Powder coat finished in white or black as standard, there is the option to choose from a wide variety of RAL colours. Dual colour is also an option.

The opening windows come complete with concealed friction hinges and the choice of our standard range of handles that operate the high security multi locking system. You can also specify options such as black curly tail handles or traditional brass handles.

This system accommodates a 24 mm double glazed unit that can be specified with standard glass, leaded glass patterns, obscured glass, heritage glazing bars, or art deco bars. Manufactured in our own factory, you can be assured that this window and door system is of the highest quality and affordability.

These windows can be fitted into timber sub frames, stone surrounds or directly fixed to brick work.

The Alternative
Doors

We can supply doors that complement our Parliament, Pioneer and Crown window ranges in a variety of styles and designs.

The Parliament and Pioneer range of doors are hinged and so configurations are generally either single or French door arrangements.

The real advantage being that the outer frames and meeting stiles are very slim which means that you do not compromise on glass area.

Glazing bars and kicking/latching panels can be specified to help mimic the original design as close as possible. The Crown system is a bit more versatile, along with the standard hinge configurations you can also have sliding patio or concertina Bi Folding doors.

Optional Extras

All of our window and door systems come with optional extras that can be specified to help enhance the character of the installation.

Alternative ironmongery can be specified including locking handles, sturdy bolt ironmongery multi locking systems, peg stays, sliding stays and shoot bolts. Our systems are versatile enough to ensure that we can offer something to suit every need.

Colour options are available from the RAL colour range and dual colour is available on the Pioneer and Crown systems.

Glass options are also available such as leaded lights in diamond, rectangle or patterned arrangements. Applied astragal bars can be used to simulate the ‘cottage’ and ‘deco’ glazing arrangements.